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Abstract—Android devices include many embedded resources such as Camera, Media Player and Sensors. These resources require programmers to explicitly request and release them. Missing release operations might cause serious problems such as performance degradation or system crash. This kind of defects is called resource leak. Despite a large body of existing works on testing and analyzing Android apps, there still remain several challenging problems. In this work, we present Relda2, a light-weight and precise static resource leak detection tool. We first systematically collected a resource table, which includes the resources that the Android reference requires developers release manually. Based on this table, we designed a general approach to automatically detect resource leaks. To make a more precise inter-procedural analysis, we constructed a Function Call Graph for each Android application, which handles function calls of user-defined methods and the callbacks invoked by the Android framework at the same time. To evaluate Relda2’s effectiveness and practical applicability, we downloaded 103 apps from popular app stores and an open source community, and found 67 real resource leaks, which we have confirmed manually.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Android smartphones are becoming increasingly popular. A recent report shows that Android’s share reaches 82.8% in smartphone markets [10]. However, the quality of Android apps is still worrisome, since a majority of Android apps are developed by relatively small teams, which may not afford extensive and expensive testing.

To enrich user experience, Android phones come with many components embedded in them. These components can be divided into two categories: traditional resources that can be found in desktop, like CPU, memory and screen, and exotic resources, such as GPS, Camera and different kinds of Sensors. Most of the exotic resources are the biggest energy consumers in Android phones, and they drain phone’s battery at a high rate [56], [61], [74]. In addition, these resources require explicit user management, that is, the developers need to request and release them manually. Absence of their release operations may lead to huge energy-consumption, memory consumption, or even system crash. We call this kind of defects resource leaks.

Unfortunately, resource management is a challenging task for developers. There are a number of reasons for that. Firstly, unlike memory which is allocated and recycled by the virtual machine, these resources require programmers to explicitly turn them on and off. It is challenging for developers to manage the resources correctly, since the execution paths of an Android app are often complicated due to Android’s event-driven nature and the large number of callbacks. Even an experienced programmer may forget to release the resources along some possible event sequences. Secondly, developers often have to push their apps out to markets in a short time, and they tend to focus on the user friendliness and functionality of their apps. Therefore, developers often overlook complaints of performance related problems from users, especially when these complaints contain insufficient information for localizing the bugs. Thirdly, programmers may misunderstand the Android API (Application Programming Interface) specifications. For example, a recent work [53] shows that Android APIs are evolving at the rate of 115 API updates per month on average. The continuous upgrades of Android SDK (Software Development Kit) increase the difficulty of understanding API contracts.

Some existing studies have focused on testing Android apps [22], [42], [50], [51], [54], [71]. However, the testing effectiveness depends on the fault detection capability of test suites. On the other hand, program analysis [25], [39], [43], [57], [58] can detect incorrect behavior and performance degradation of Android apps without executing test cases. However, previous works on program analysis for Android apps almost focus on memory leak, privacy leak or energy bugs, rather than resource leak.

To sum up, resource leak is a common type of bugs in Android apps, but developers often do not have enough time to detect and fix them. Informally speaking, detecting a resource leak in the app is to find a reachable program path that requests but not releases the resource. In this paper, our goal is to design a system that can
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detect resource leaks in Android apps automatically. It can be used for analyzing the apps before they are deployed into the markets. To make this system practically applicable, we summarize the following four crucial considerations.

- **Resource identification.** The first step for detecting resource leaks is to identify target resources. In this paper, we focus on three kinds of resources: exclusive, memory consuming and energy consuming resources (see Section 2.4). They should be released explicitly in an appropriate position as specified in the Android Reference [14].

- **Implicit callbacks.** Android apps are driven by events and callbacks. For example, onDestroy() is a callback in each activity (see Section 2.2) of Android apps, which is called when the activity is going to be finished. Programmers often release the resources used by their apps in this method. However, it is invoked by the Android framework and this call relation can not be observed by scanning the code of apps directly. Without considering these implicit callbacks, we may get extra false positives or false negatives.

- **Target object.** Many static analysis tools focus on source code. But we think analysis on byte-code is a reasonable choice for Android apps. The source code of apps is often unavailable for third-party testers, like managers of app markets. Although there are several well-known decompilation tools (e.g. dex2jar [17]), they do not work well on arbitrary apps. On the other hand, byte-code is closer to the executable software. Attackers can modify the byte-code of an app using unofficial compilers to change the original behaviour of the app. Therefore we choose the byte-code instead of source code as our analysis target.

- **Practicability.** The functionalities of Android apps are becoming richer and more complex, and the size of a typical state-of-art APK file has reached to dozens of megabytes. In addition, a large number of apps are uploaded to Android markets every day. Complete and precise inter-procedural static analysis will take a long time to analyze such large-scale apps. On the other hand, the imprecise analysis will take a long time to analyze such large apps. Therefore, the cost of bug confirmation is usually acceptable for developers. Some extremely precise techniques (e.g. path-sensitive analysis) are not adopted in our approach, for they will lead to a sharp increase in execution time for analyzing large-scale Android apps, that may be unacceptable for frequently upgrading apps.

For the first issue, we collect a resource table after examining the classes related to the resources from the Android Reference [14]. This table includes the resources that the Reference declares to be released manually. For the second issue, we also manually extract the implicit callbacks from the Android Reference to construct a Callback Graph, which we consider fundamental for our analysis, such as lifecycle callbacks and user-triggered callbacks.

Byte-code plays an important role in the Android system. Although Android apps are mostly implemented in Java, they are compiled to the Dalvik byte-codes (instead of Java byte-codes) and packed in a Dalvik Executable (DEX) file to be deployed. In the former versions of Android 4.4, the Dalvik byte-codes are run on Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM), and they are compiled to the local machine codes in Android 4.4 and later versions. However, most of existing static analysis tools (e.g. [25], [43]) for Android apps do not analyze the Dalvik byte-codes directly, and they are built on top of static analysis tools (like Soot, WALA) for Java programs. To analyze the Android apps, these tools have to translate the Dalvik byte-codes to some intermediate representation (like Jimple) or Java byte-codes. Several works have mentioned that the translation process may fail in some cases [27], [46], especially in the deliberately modified apps. The above issues motivate us to construct a pure Dalvik-byte-code-oriented analysis tool for Android apps. To analyze the Dalvik byte-codes, we employ an open-source tool called Androguard [1] to parse DEX files and generate the CFGs (Control Flow Graph) of apps for further analysis.

For the last issue, we choose several light-weight techniques in our static analysis approach. According to our experience, these techniques are good enough for resource leak detection. Our observation is that the number of resource leaks reported by our approach for a specific app is limited (See Section 8.5). Therefore, the cost of bug confirmation is usually acceptable for developers. Some extremely precise techniques (e.g. path-sensitive analysis) are not adopted in our approach, for they will lead to a sharp increase in execution time for analyzing large-scale Android apps, that may be unacceptable for frequently upgrading apps.

Based on these thoughts, we propose a light-weight and inter-procedural approach to detect resource leaks in Android apps. This approach is based on Function Call Graph (FCG) analysis, which handles the features of the callbacks defined in the Android framework. To adapt to different user requirements, our approach contains two analysis techniques with different analysis precision, including flow-insensitive and flow-sensitive. The flow-insensitive analysis has been proposed in our previous work [41]. It scans byte-codes sequentially and records resource request and release operations at each method in the apps. Then it detects resource leaks through matching these operations. Without considering the control flow information, this technique can quickly analyze an app, but it will lead to some false negatives. We can use the flow-sensitive technique to improve our analysis with fewer false negatives. We first construct all the CFGs of an Android app by Androguard. Then, we transform each CFG into a more concise model called Value Flow Graph (VFG), which only reserves the control flow and resource-related information, to reduce the scale of the analysis model. Finally we check the VFG
model to find the resource leaks.

The contributions of this paper is four-fold. First, we systematically define the problem of resource leaks in Android apps. We collect a table including the resources that the Android Reference declares to be released manually. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones focusing on this problem. Second, we design a general approach to detect resource leaks in Android apps automatically and propose two analysis techniques (flow-insensitive and flow-sensitive) to adapt to different requirements of detection efficiency and accuracy. Third, we develop a light-weight and inter-procedural static analysis tool called Relda2 to analyze an app’s resource operations and locate resource leaks automatically. Finally, to evaluate the effectiveness of Relda2, we perform an extensive experimental evaluation with 103 real-world apps, which are downloaded from two famous app markets [8], [19] and an open source community [7]. In our experimental results, our tool reports that about 74% of the apps have resource leaks, among which we have confirmed 67 real resource leaks in 37 apps via manual code review (if we have source code) and error-guessing testing [6].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin with background in the next section. In Section 3, we give an overview of our approach. In the following four sections, we present our resource leak detection techniques in detail and illustrate how they work using a simple example. Experimental results are shown in Section 8. Section 9 discusses the related works. We give the conclusions and discuss future work in the last section.

2 BACKGROUND
This section provides the background knowledge necessary for further discussion, mainly about the Android framework and the resource leak problem.

2.1 Android basics
Android apps are composed of four types of components: Activities (which provide an interface with which users can interact), Services (which perform long-running operations in the background without interaction with the user), Content Providers (which manage access to a structured data set such as database) and Broadcast Receivers (which react to broadcast messages). Unlike conventional Java programs, Android apps do not have a single entry point such as function main(). Instead, an app contains one or more components defined in its manifest file. For example, Fig. 1 shows a part of the manifest file of an Android app. It defines the activity MainActivity as the entry component of this app.

2.2 Activity lifecycle
Since the mechanism of the Service component is similar to that of the Activity component, and the mechanisms

Fig. 1: A portion of a manifest file

Fig. 2: Activity lifecycle of an Android app

2.3 Implicit callbacks
Similar to Java GUI (Graphical User Interface) programs, Android apps are usually driven by events and callbacks. We can divide the callbacks into two categories, system-triggered and user-triggered.

A system-triggered callback is activated automatically by the Android framework, when the app reaches a certain state or invokes a specific method. For instance, the callbacks in the lifecycle of an activity are all system-triggered callbacks. According to our studies, there are lots of similar system-triggered callbacks defined in the Android framework, which are related to resources.
Taking the Camera resource as an example, a series of callbacks are provided for assisting it to capture image. Among them, the `shutter()` callback is invoked after the image is captured and the `raw()` callback occurs when the raw image data is available.

The other callbacks are triggered by user events to handle user interactions with GUI components. We call this kind of callbacks user-triggered callbacks. In general, these callbacks contain click and screen-touch callbacks (e.g., `onClick()`, `onLongClick()`, `onTouch()`), keyboard callbacks (e.g., `onKeyUp()`, `onKeyDown()`), state change callbacks (e.g., `onFocusChanged()`, `onItemSelected()`), and so on.

The callbacks are invoked by the Android framework and their call relations are implicit in the byte-codes of the apps. They will be just regarded as unreachable methods, if we scan the byte-codes without further analysis. How to analyze these implicit calls can be seen in Section 4.2.

2.4 Resource leak

In preparation for our study, we collected some resource leak instances in Android apps from several famous mobile app forums and discussion groups in China. We found that many users complained about problems of performance degradation, energy drain and application crashes, most of which are due to the inappropriate use of the exotic resources [4], [15], like Camera and Sensor components. Then we checked the Android reference about these components, and categorized the resources into the following three classes.

- **Exclusive resources** can only be used by one app at a time. Failing to release these resources will prevent other apps from accessing them. For example, the Camera component is an exclusive resource. The Android reference says [3]: “Call `release()` to release the camera for use by other applications. Applications should release the camera immediately in onPause() and re-open() it in onResume().”

- **Memory consuming resources** consume much more memory than general resources. For example, the Media Player component is one of these resources. The Android reference says [13]: “It is recommended that once a MediaPlayer object is no longer being used, call `release()` immediately so that resources used by the internal player engine associated with the MediaPlayer object can be released immediately”.

- **Energy consuming resources** consume much more energy than general resources. For instance, the sensor components are one kind of these resources. To help users to access the device’s sensors, the Android platform provides a class called SensorManager and a service called SENSOR_SERVICE. When users want to employ some sensor, they need to register it as a SensorManager object to SENSOR_SERVICE, and should cancel the registration for the SensorManager objects when they do not need it anymore. The Android reference says about Sensor [16]: “Always make sure to disable sensors you do not need, especially when your activity is paused. Failing to do so can drain the battery in just a few hours. Note that the system will not disable sensors automatically when the screen turns off”.

**Example 1** Consider the code snippet from an Android app in Fig. 3, which uses the Camera resource. It contains two Activities, MainActivity and CameraActivity. As soon as the app is launched, MainActivity is activated and it starts CameraActivity with the API `startActivity()`. The methods `Camera.open()` and `mCamera.startPreview()` are two Android APIs to request the Camera resource, and the methods `mCamera.stopPreview()` and `mCamera.release()` are two APIs to release the Camera resource. We can easily discover that there exists a resource leak in this program. Specifically, in the method `release()`, if the variable `mAllDoFlag` is false, then `mCamera.stopPreview` and `mCamera.release()` will not be executed, thus the resource Camera is leaked. As Camera is an exclusive resource, other apps will not be able to use it until this app is killed.

```java
public class MainActivity extends Activity {
    protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
        Intent cameraIntent = new Intent (MainActivity.this, CameraActivity.class);
        startActivity(cameraIntent);
    }
}

public class CameraActivity extends Activity {
    protected void oncreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
        takePicture();
    }
    protected void onPause() {
        release();
    }
    private void takePicture() {
        mCamera = Camera.open();
        mCamera.startPreview();
    }
    private void release() {
        if(bIfPreview) {
            if(mAllDoFlag) {
                mCamera = Camera.open();
                mCamera.startPreview();
            } else {
                mCamera.stopPreview();
                mCamera.release();
            }
        }
    }
    protected void onStart() {
        ....
    }
    ....
}
```

Fig. 3: Example code containing a resource leak
3 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

Given an Android app, the goal of this work is to detect whether the app has resource leaks automatically. As mentioned above, the efficiency and scalability have become the bottleneck of static analysis on Android apps. To deal with these problems, our approach should possess the following characteristics:

- Full automation. Testers only need to provide target APKs and our approach can work directly without any extra user interactions.
- High efficiency with enough accuracy. Typically, static analysis of real-world and large-scale Android apps is time-consuming. Moreover, bug confirmation and fixing are also labor-intensive for developers. Therefore, our approach must process the apps efficiently with acceptable number of false positives.
- Scalability. The Android framework is always upgrading and will add new resources. Thus we collect the resource request and release APIs as a static file to describe the analysis objectives. This file can adapt to the possible changes of the target resources provided by Android SDK, and the users can modify the file to customize the analysis.

Fig. 4 shows a high-level overview of our approach. It consists of several key parts as follows:

- **Resource and implicit callback identification.** According to our categories of the exotic resources, we collect a resource table containing the resource names, operations and the suggested places to release them. Besides, we also extract the implicit callbacks from the Android framework as a Callback Graph (CBG for short, see the next section).
- **Preprocess.** Our approach accepts an Android APK as input. First, we disassembled the app into DEX byte-codes. Then we traverse the byte-codes in a sequential order to construct a Function Call Graph (FCG), which contains the call relations of user-defined methods and implicit callbacks. FCG and CBG are the basis for inter-procedural analysis.
- **Analysis.** With the FCG of the app, we can systematically traverse the methods in the apps, and trace the resource request and release operations. Our analysis approach can be divided into the following two stages.
  - **Resource summary.** To perform inter-procedural analysis, a straightforward approach is to inline each invoked function. Obviously, this technique can precisely capture the effects of invoked functions. However, it may result in path explosion, and is hard to be applied to large-scale apps. Function summary is an alternative technique to abstract the codes of callee functions. Based on Android characteristics and our analysis requirements, we define a method’s summary (called resource summary) as a set, which summarizes the resource request and release operations used in this method. Depending on the analysis precision, the resource summary can be generated with or without the control flow information in the method.
  - **Implicit callback order handling.** Several implicit callbacks have execution orders. Recall the callbacks in lifecycle (Fig. 2), when an activity is first activated, the framework first invokes the method `onCreate()`, and then invokes the methods `onStart()` and `onResume()` in order after the method `onCreate()` finishes. These orders are not included in FCGs, for FCGs only represent the call relationships between methods. Lacking the callback order information leads to inaccurate results. We traverse the CBG to get the implicit callback orders and refine the resource summaries.

Finally, we check the resource summary of each method to get bug reports. If there are resource leaks in the app, we can report the location (like class name or method name) where these leaks occur and some trace information to help developers to locate them.

We explain the above steps in detail in the following sections. Specifically, Section 4 introduces resource-related operation extraction and callback graph construction, while Section 5 shows the detailed process of FCG construction. Two kinds of resource summaries, including flow-insensitive and flow-sensitive, are given in Section 6 and 7, respectively.

For convenience, we list some acronyms that are frequently used in this paper:

- API (Application Programming Interface)
- CBG (Callback Graph)
- CC (Cyclomatic Complexity)
- CFG (Control Flow Graph)
- CG (Call Graph)
- CTL (Computation Tree Logic)
- FCG (Function Call Graph)
- GUI (Graphical User Interface)
- LKS (Labeled Kripke Structure)
- SDK (Software Development Kit)
- VFG (Value Flow Graph)

4 RESOURCE-RELATED OPERATION IDENTIFICATION AND CALLBACK GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we more fully describe the details of resource related operation identification and callback graph construction. Currently, we perform these two steps manually according to the Android reference [14]. Note that these steps only need to be done once, and have been embedded in the tool Relda2.

4.1 Resource-related operation identification

To identify target resources, we searched the Android Reference, using several keywords (shown in Table 1),
which may be related to the methods for requesting and releasing resources.

**TABLE 1: Keywords matching resource request and release methods of classes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>add</td>
<td>begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lock</td>
<td>mount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obtain</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>request</td>
<td>require</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start</td>
<td>stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abandon</td>
<td>cancel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clear</td>
<td>close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disable</td>
<td>finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recycle</td>
<td>release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove</td>
<td>stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unload</td>
<td>unlock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unmount</td>
<td>unregister</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also extended them with regular expressions to obtain more related keywords. For example, the keyword “start” is modified to the style “start\*”, which means matching any member method whose name starts with “start”, e.g. “startPreview” in the class Camera is one such case. We scanned the summary section of the methods from 1944 classes in the manual with the extended keywords. Then, we got 313 methods whose names match one of the keywords. We manually checked their detailed descriptions to determine whether the method is related to the resources. If it is used to request some resource, then we figured out whether the resource should be released manually. According to the Android Reference, the resources should be released in three callbacks including onPause(), onStop(), and onDestroy() that we call the exit callbacks. We read through the training sections of the resources and identified the “acquire” and “release” callback methods that should be called by application components. We found 64 methods of 45 resources that are involved when releasing these resources manually. Some frequently used resource request and release operations are summarized in Table 2. The whole resource table can be seen in our web site http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/~zj/ResourceTable.html.

4.2 Callback graph construction

To expose all the implicit callback relations in Android framework, we construct a Callback Graph (CBG) that consists of several separate trees. Each tree represents the sequences of implicit callbacks of a component, a class or a method, where each chain of a tree from the root to a leaf describes an order in which the callbacks in the chain are triggered by the Android framework. In the CBG, we mainly construct the trees for the four commonly used components, including Activity, Service, BroadcastReceiver, and Content Provider. Apart from them, we also consider several asynchronous callbacks, such as AsyncTask and handleMessage.

Fig. 5 gives two trees in the CBG. Fig. 5(a) shows the tree of the component Activity including several system-triggered callbacks (onCreate(), onPause(), ...) and user-triggered callbacks (onClick(), onKeyUp(), ...). This tree is constructed based on the Activity lifecycle (Fig. 2). We extract all the possible simple paths (each callback occurs at most once) from the lifecycle, and insert the paths into the tree. Fig. 5(b) gives another example representing the tree of the method AsyncTask.execute(). The tree contains three callbacks: onPreExecute(), doInBackground() and onPostExecute(). When the method AsyncTask.execute() is invoked, these callbacks will be called in order.

5 FCG CONSTRUCTION

In the analysis of an Android app, we distinguish between local resources and global resources. For a local resource (resource declared and only used in a method), we assume developers want to release it when the method finishes. To detect the possible leaks, we can analyze each function separately if Android apps only use local resources. However, in real-world Android apps, the resources are usually requested in one function and released in another function. We call this kind of...
TABLE 2: Summary of Frequently-used Resource Request and Release Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource package</th>
<th>Resource name</th>
<th>Operations on resource</th>
<th>Suggested place to release</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>android.media</td>
<td>AudioManager</td>
<td>requestAudioFocus/abandonAudioFocus;</td>
<td>onPause()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AudioRecord</td>
<td>new/release;</td>
<td>onPause()/onStop()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MediaPlayer</td>
<td>new/release; create/release; start/stop;</td>
<td>onPause()/onStop()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MediaRecorder</td>
<td>new/release;</td>
<td>onPause()/onStop()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>android.hardware</td>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>lock/unlock; open/release; startFaceDetection/stopFaceDetection; startPreview/stopPreview;</td>
<td>onPause()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SensorManager</td>
<td>registerListener/unregisterListener;</td>
<td>onPause()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>android.location</td>
<td>LocationManager</td>
<td>requestLocationUpdates/removeUpdates;</td>
<td>onPause()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>android.os</td>
<td>PowerManager.WakeLock</td>
<td>acquire/release;</td>
<td>onPause()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vibrator</td>
<td>vibrate/cancel;</td>
<td>onDestroy()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>android.net.wifi</td>
<td>WifiManager.WifiLock</td>
<td>acquire/release;</td>
<td>onPause()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WifiManager</td>
<td>enableNetwork/disableNetwork;</td>
<td>onDestroy()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

resources global resources that should be released in all the paths that go through its request point, or in the exit callbacks of the app. To address this issue, we construct the Function Call Graph (FCG) to assist inter-procedural analysis.

Here, an FCG is similar to a Call Graph (CG) [2]. It is a directed graph, where each node denotes a method and each edge \((f, g)\) denotes method \(f\) calls method \(g\). There are several slight differences between call graph and our FCG. Since Android programs are event-driven and have multiple entry methods, an FCG has multiple entry nodes. In addition, the FCG needs to handle the implicit callbacks defined in the Android framework. Note that, the FCG just represents the calling relationships between methods in the program, while it does not contain the execution order of methods defined by the Android framework which can be found in CBG. For instance, recall the Activity lifecycle, when an activity is activated, the framework first invokes method \(onCreate()\), and invokes method \(onStart()\) after method \(onCreate()\) finishes. However, in our FCG, there is no edge from \(onCreate()\) to \(onStart()\) since the former does not actually invoke the latter in itself. The orders will be considered in the subsequent analysis process.

The following gives our FCG construction process. As mentioned in the previous section, an Android app has no entry function (like \(main()\)). Instead, an Android app appoints the entry point in an XML file named \(manifest.xml\). So the first step of FCG construction is to parse the XML file to get the entry activity. We use an open-source tool named Androguard to extract these implicit information and generate standard Dalvik byte-codes of an app. Then we start from the entry activity and traverse the byte-codes in a sequential order to obtain a complete FCG. It is trivial to identify the function calls in the byte-codes according to “invoke” instructions.

Algorithm 1 shows the FCG construction algorithm. It takes an Android app (variable \(app\)) as input. Method \(getMainActivity\) obtains the main activity of \(app\). Then the algorithm starts from the main activity to obtain all the reachable methods and construct nodes and edges for them in the FCG (variable \(fcg\)). Each node in \(fcg\) contains an attribute called \(children\) to represent the corresponding nodes of its invoked functions. For each function, we traverse its instructions one by one. When it comes to an “invoke” instruction (variable \(ins\)), the algorithm collects the actual invoked functions of \(ins\). Specifically, if \(ins\) invokes a callback-irrelevant function,
Consider the code in Example 1 again. It includes two Activities MainActivity and CameraActivity, where MainActivity is the entry Activity and CameraActivity is a resource-related Activity. With the tree of the Activity component, we can create an FCG for the method MainActivity.onCreate(). Then we find CameraActivity is activated in the method MainActivity.onCreate() (Line 2 in Fig. 3), and subsequently the method CameraActivity.onCreate(), CameraActivity.onStart() and CameraActivity.onPause() can be triggered. We connect all these calling relations and construct the FCG shown in Fig. 6, where each round rectangle represents a node that corresponds to a function, and each arrow represents a function call.

Fig. 6: An example FCG

In our previous work [41], we also described an FCG construction algorithm. However, without CBG, we have to assume all the entry points are reachable, while some of them are useless codes (see Section 8.3). As a result, the experiment of our previous work includes several false positives, which have been eliminated in Relda2.

6 Flow-Insensitive Analysis

Through the above process, we can build the FCG of an app, which contains all the reachable functions from the entry activity. The next step is to analyze these functions to detect whether there are resource leaks. We can perform a simple and fast checking by scanning byte-codes in a sequential order without considering the control flow of each method, and thus it is flow-insensitive. We define the summary of a function as a set of resource operations invoked by it directly or indirectly. We traverse all the functions in the FCG in a bottom-up manner and generate their resource summaries. Each recursive function or loop is just analyzed once. At last, we get the resource leaks through observing the unmatched resource request and release operations in the resource summaries.

6.1 Resource summary

The detailed process of resource summary for each method is shown in Algorithm 2. Given an app and its FCG (the variable fcg), it returns resource summaries (the variable summ_map) of the functions in fcg. Function bot_to_up() rearranges items in fcg in a bottom-up order and gets func_list. This function mainly uses the topological ordering algorithm. Then, for each function (the variable f) in func_list, we traverse its instructions one by one. Variable ops is a set, which is used to store all the request or release operations in the function, and it is initialized as an empty set. If the instruction (the variable ins) is related to resources, that is, ins invokes a request or release operation about some resource, then we use function getOp to extract the name of this operation from ins and add it to ops. Apart from these direct instructions, if the instruction invokes function f', then we add the summary of f' (summ_map[f']) that may include the resource-related operations invoked indirectly by f) to ops. Function summary simplifies the set ops by eliminating the matched resource operations and generates the ultimate summary of function f. For example, suppose that ops = \{a_1, a_2, b_1, a_3, b_2\}, where a_i and b_i indicate the request and release operations for the ith resource. Then we eliminate (a_1, b_1) and (a_2, b_2), and get the resource summary \{a_3\}.

6.2 Implicit callback order

Until now, our analysis has not considered the sequence of the callback methods of a component or class in the application. We now use the CBG to combine and reduce resource summaries for methods in the same sequence-chain in the CBG. For each chain (which corresponds to an implicit callback order) in the CBG, we figure out its all possible execution sequences in the app. Then for each sequence, we sum up the resource
Algorithm 2 Obtain resource summaries of each function in the FCG

1: \texttt{summ_map} = \{ \}
2: \texttt{func_list} = \texttt{bot_to_up}(\texttt{cfg})
3: for each function \texttt{f} in \texttt{func_list} do
4: \texttt{ops} = \{\}
5: for each instruction \texttt{ins} in \texttt{f} do
6: \texttt{if} \texttt{ins} is related to resources then
7: \texttt{ops} = \texttt{ops} \cup (\texttt{getOp}(\texttt{ins}))
8: \texttt{else if} \texttt{ins} invokes function \texttt{f}’\texttt{then}
9: \texttt{ops} = \texttt{ops} \cup (\texttt{summ_map}[f’])
10: end if
11: end for
12: \texttt{summ_map}[f] = \texttt{summary}(\texttt{ops})
13: end for

summaries of all the methods in the sequence as the summary of the first method in the sequence. The summary rearrangement algorithm is similar to Algorithm 2.

After that, we get a complete resource summary for each method in the app. When the summary of a method \( f \) still contains a request operation about the resource \( r \), we check whether its corresponding exit callback(s) contain the release operation. If there is no such operation, it indicates that the method \( f \) requests the resource \( r \) without releasing it, i.e., the function \( f \) has a resource leak.

Example 3. We use an example to illustrate how the above process works. Consider the CBG chain \texttt{onCreate()} \rightarrow \texttt{onStart()} \rightarrow \texttt{onResume()} and the app in Example 1, we first get the execution sequence \texttt{CameraActivity.onCreate()} \rightarrow \texttt{CameraActivity.onStart()} (the resource summaries of these two methods calculated by Algorithm 2 are \{\texttt{Camera.open, Camera.startPreview}\} and \{\texttt{Camera.startFaceDetection}\}. We sum up these two summaries and get the new resource summary of the method \texttt{CameraActivity.onCreate()} : \{\texttt{Camera.open, Camera.startPreview, Camera.startFaceDetection}\}. As the summary still has three resource request operations, we check the suggested exit callback \texttt{CameraActivity.onPause()}, whose resource summary is \{\texttt{Camera.stopPreview, Camera.release}\}. We find that this callback has the release operations for \texttt{Camera.open} and \texttt{Camera.startPreview}, while it does not contain that for \texttt{Camera.startFaceDetection}. Therefore, we report there is a resource leak in the method \texttt{CameraActivity.onCreate()}.

6.3 Discussion
We will miss several resource leaks with the flow-insensitive analysis, as we do not consider the control flow information. Recall Example 1, the resource summary of the method \texttt{release()} is \{\texttt{Camera.stopPreview, Camera.release}\}, which denotes that we consider the method \texttt{release()} invokes these two release operations in the method. However, there are several program paths in this method that do not release the resource (when the branch in Line 9 takes the false side). That is, the flow-insensitive technique may have false negatives.

7 Flow-sensitive analysis
In this section, we introduce another detection technique which is flow-sensitive. In general, flow-sensitive static analysis is based on CFGs. However, the number of CFGs in an Android app is often large (it may reach hundreds of thousands), and the structure of CFGs is becoming more and more complex. So trivial analysis on them will be too inefficient to be applied to large-scale apps. We observe that there is often only a small part of the whole app which is related to resources. Therefore, we can prune the app into a more concise model that only reserves the necessary control flow and resource-related information. The concise model used here is modified from Value Flow Graph (VFG) [33], [62], [64]. With the VFGs, we can apply the conventional static analysis techniques (some graph-searching and path-reachability algorithms) to detect the resource leaks. However, we find that the property of resource leak can be easily described with Computation Tree Logic (CTL), and the detection problem can be treated as a model checking problem. Furthermore, the nature of the pure static analysis and model checking techniques are both based on several searching algorithms, and many model checking tools have been implemented with several elaborate optimizations to prune the search space and accelerate the efficiency. Thus we choose model checking as the main detection technique.

Fig. 7 shows a high-level overview of our flow-sensitive detection technique. First, we employ Androguard to extract the CFG of each method in the target app. Then we propose an algorithm to reduce the CFGs and obtain the corresponding VFGs automatically. For each VFG, we translate it into an LKS (a model used in model checking, see Section 7.1.2) and use several CTL formulas to describe the resource related properties. Then we model check the LKS to construct the resource summary of the method.

![Diagram](image-url)
Like the flow-insensitive technique, we perform the inter-procedural analysis based on the resource summary. The summary for each method is different from that used in the flow-insensitive technique, since we take into account the control flow information. Here the summary of a method is divided into two disjoint subsets as follows.

- **Unreleased resource set.** It consists of several resource request operations. Each operation in the set satisfies the following property: there exists at least one path in the method such that the resource is requested in this path but not released.
- **Unrequested resource set.** It consists of several resource release operations. Each operation in the set satisfies the following property: for any path in the method, the resource is released in this path and there is not any corresponding request operation located before this release operation.

After constructing the resource summaries of each method, we need to deal with the implicit callbacks. The process is similar to that in the flow-insensitive technique.

Before showing the details of the detection technique, we will introduce several notations about VFG and model checking.

### 7.1 VFG and Symbolic model checking for CTL

#### 7.1.1 The notion of VFG

As discussed above, VFG nodes can be classified into two categories: control flow related nodes and resource related nodes. Specifically, control flow related nodes consist of the following three kinds:

- **EntryNode** The unique entry node of a VFG;
- **CallNode** Function call node. An “invoke” instruction corresponds to a CallNode;
- **ExitNode** Function return node. A “return” instruction corresponds to an ExitNode.

The resource related nodes can be defined as follows:

- **SourceNode** Resource request node. A resource request instruction corresponds to a SourceNode;
- **FreeNode** Resource release node. A resource release instruction corresponds to a FreeNode.

As a matter of convenience, we call the kinds of instructions mentioned above (“invoke” instructions, “return” instructions, resource request instructions and resource release instructions) VFG-related instructions.

#### 7.1.2 CTL and symbolic model checking

Computation tree logic (CTL) [35] is a branching-time logic, which means that its model of time is a tree-like structure. It is used in formal verification of software or hardware artifacts, typically by symbolic model checking [31]. Let $AP$ denote the underlying set of atomic propositions. The CTL formulas are defined by the following grammar:

$$
\phi ::= p \neg | \phi \lor \phi \land \phi \lor \phi \land \phi \implies \phi \\
E\phi | F\phi | G\phi | S\phi | U\phi
$$

where $p \in AP$ and $\phi$ is a CTL formula.

The semantics of CTL is defined with respect to a Labeled Kripke Structure (LKS) $M = (S, \Delta, I, L)$, where $S$ is a finite set of states; $\Delta \subseteq S \times S$ is the set of transitions; $I \subseteq S$ is the set of initial states; and $L: S \rightarrow 2^{AP}$ assigns each state a set of atomic propositions, whose elements hold in that state.

We use $M, s \models \phi$ to denote that formula $\phi$ holds at state $s$ in structure $M$. The relation $\models$ for $AG$ and $AF$ are defined as follows and the paper [35] gives more details.

$M, s \models AG(\phi)$ means that $\phi$ holds at every state in every path from $s$.

$M, s \models AF(\phi)$ means that $\phi$ holds in the future along every path from $s$.

Given a system model and a CTL formula, the goal of symbolic model checking is to provide either a claim that the formula is satisfied in the model or a counterexample falsifying the formula.

#### 7.2 VFG Construction

The VFG construction algorithm is summarized by Algorithm 3. It takes a CFG (the variable $cfg$) as input and generates the corresponding VFG (the variable $vfg$). The variable $node$ matches the CFG blocks and the VFG nodes. The algorithm first creates a RootNode (the variable root) as the entry node of $vfg$. Then it creates the VFG nodes and edges in the following two for-loops, respectively.

In the first for-loop (Line 3-9), it traverses the CFG blocks one by one and creates corresponding VFG nodes for each block (the variable $b$) via the function $create_vfg_nodes$. Note that the corresponding VFG nodes of each CFG block are a chain of nodes rather than a single node, since a CFG block may contain multiple VFG-related instructions, each of which corresponds to a VFG node. Function $create_vfg_nodes$ returns the first and last nodes (the variables $firstnode$ and $lastnode$) of the chain of the VFG nodes corresponding to the CFG block $b$.

In the second for-loop (Line 10-16), it traverses the CFG blocks again to create VFG edges. Variable $b.nexts$ denotes all the adjacent blocks of block $b$. For each adjacent block (the variable $b’$), it creates an edge from the last VFG node of block $b$ (the variable $lastnode$) to the first node of block $b’$ (the variable $firstnode$).

In function $create_vfg_nodes$, it traverses the instructions in block $b$ and creates new appropriate nodes for different kinds of VFG-related instructions (Line 3-11). It also creates the edges between vfg nodes to represent the sequential order of the instructions (Line 15). There is a special situation in the process of constructing VFG...
nodes for each block. That is, a block does not contain any VFG-related instruction. In this case, ignoring the block (not creating a node) will cause the control flow information related to this block to be lost. To deal with that, we define a temporary structure called NopNode as the corresponding VFG node for this kind of blocks. At last, we traverse the NopNodes one by one and delete the NopNodes by connecting its predecessors and its successors, in order to minimize the vfg.

create_vfg_nodes(b)

1: firstnode = lastnode = null
2: for each instruction ins in block b do
3:   if ins invokes a resource request API then
4:     create a SourceNode node
5:   else if ins invokes a resource release API then
6:     create a FreeNode node
7:   else if ins invokes a resource-irrelevant function then
8:     create a CallNode node
9:   else if ins is a “return” instruction then
10:    create an ExitNode node
11: end if
12: if firstnode is null then
13:   firstnode = lastnode = node
14: else
15:   create an edge from lastnode to node
16:   lastnode = node
17: end if
18: end for
19: if there is no VFG-related node in block b then
20:   create a NopNode node
21:   firstnode = lastnode = node
22: end if
23: return (firstnode, lastnode)

Example 4 Consider the method CameraActivity.release() in Example 1 again, whose CFG is shown in Fig. 8(a). In the CFG, release-B1 and release-B7 indicate the entry and exit blocks. The block release-B2 and release-B3 represent the two branches of the first if-statement (Line 7-8 in Fig. 3), and the block release-B5 and release-B6 correspond to the second if-statement (Line 9-11). There are two resource release statements in the block release-B5: mCamera.stopPreview() and mCamera.release(). So in the VFG, block release-B5 is divided into two FreeNodes (FreeNode1 and FreeNode2). We construct four NopNodes (NopNode1, NopNode2, NopNode3, and NopNode4) to indicate the blocks in the CFG that contain no VFG-related instructions. The original (before minimization) VFG is given in Fig. 8(b). Then we delete all the NopNodes to minimize the VFG size. For NopNode1, we construct edges from its predecessor (RootNode) to its successor (NopNode3), and delete NopNode1. Similarly, we can delete NopNode2, NopNode3, and NopNode4. After minimization, we get the ultimate VFG as shown in Fig. 8(c).

The CFG contains 7 blocks and 8 edges, while the VFG only contains 4 nodes and 4 edges. Furthermore, there are 4 paths in the CFG, and only 2 paths in the VFG. It can be observed that the complexity of a VFG is indeed smaller than that of a CFG.

Algorithm 3 Construct VFGs

1: node_map = {}
2: create a RootNode root as the entry node of vfg
3: for each block b in cfg do
4:   (firstnode, lastnode) = create_vfg_nodes(b)
5:   node_map[b] = (firstnode, lastnode)
6: if b is the entry block of cfg then
7:   create an edge from root to firstnode
8: end if
9: end for
10: for each block b in cfg do
11:   (firstnode, lastnode) = node_map[b]
12: for each block b’ in b.nexts do
13:   (firstnode’, lastnode’) = node_map[b’]
14:   create an edge from lastnode to firstnode’
15: end for
16: end for
17: minimize vfg

Fig. 8: The CFG and VFG of CameraActivity.release()
We have the following transformation rules.

\[ \mathcal{F} = \{ \mathcal{AG}(p_i \rightarrow \mathcal{AF}(q_i)) \mid p_i \text{ occurs in the LKS} \} \]

Given a VFG \( V \), we can transform it to an LKS \( M = (S, \Delta, I, L) \) through the following steps. First, we generate the corresponding state and transition in \( M \) for each node and edge in \( V \), respectively. Then we traverse the nodes in \( V \) one by one. Let \( n \) denote a node in the VFG, and its corresponding state in \( M \) is denoted by \( s \). We have the following transformation rules.

- If \( n \) is a RootNode, we add \( s \) into \( I \);
- If \( n \) is a resource related node (SourceNode or FreeNode), we add its corresponding propositions into \( L[s] \) (atomic propositions that hold in state \( s \));
- If node \( n \) is a CallNode, we add the resource summary of the called LKS into \( L[s] \).

Finally, we apply a mature model checking tool to determine whether the formulas (\( \mathcal{F} \)) are satisfied in the LKS.

### 7.4 Multi-threading technique to improve the efficiency

Although using VFGs can decrease the complexity of analysis, the execution time is still a little long to analyze a relatively large app. Fortunately, we find that the execution time can be reduced further by distributing the analysis workload to multiple threads (processes) or even multiple machines. To implement this, we group the VFGs into several disjoint sets, where each VFG of one set does not call other VFGs in the same set directly or indirectly. As a result, the VFGs of the same set can be analyzed concurrently.

We use the topological ordering algorithm (Algorithm 4) to classify the VFGs. It first initializes a list \( \text{vfg\_sets} \) as an empty list, that is used to store the target disjoint VFG sets. Then it enters a while-loop. In each iteration, it collects the VFGs whose outdegrees are zero, into a set (the variable \( \text{candidate} \)). It removes the VFGs in \( \text{candidate} \) from the VFG list (the variable \( \text{vfg\_list} \)) and updates the outdegrees of the parents of these VFGs (Line 5-8). Then, it adds \( \text{candidate} \) into \( \text{vfg\_sets} \), and starts new iterations until \( \text{vfg\_list} \) is empty. The list \( \text{vfg\_sets} \) organizes the sets in such a way that the VFGs in the former set should be checked before that in the latter set.

Recall the FCG in Fig. 6. We can divide the methods into three sets as follows. We should first analyze the method set \( S_1 \) and then \( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \) in order.

\[
S_1 = \{\text{Camera.open, Camera.startPreview, Camera.stopPreview, Camera.stop, Camera.startActivityDetection, } \\
\text{MainActivity.onCreate}\}
\]

\[
S_2 = \{\text{CameraActivity.takePicture, CameraActivity.release, CameraActivity.onStart}\}
\]

\[
S_3 = \{\text{CameraActivity.onCreate, CameraActivity.onPause}\}
\]

### 8 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

To evaluate the usefulness of our method, we developed an automated static analyzer called Relda2. All code in Relda2 is written in Python language, so it is easy to be deployed on different operating systems, such as Linux and Windows. Specifically, Relda2 is implemented on top of Androguard that maps DEX/APK format into full Python objects. In addition, Androguard provides the basic static analysis of the code (blocks, instructions, and permissions). The model checker used here is NuSMV [34], which is a symbolic model checker for CTL. Based on these tools, we implemented the resource leak detection techniques in Relda2.

Compared with our previous tool Relda [41], we implemented three main techniques in Relda2: (1) construct a more precise FCG with the CBG, (2) implement the flow-sensitive detection technique to eliminate a number of false negatives, and (3) use the multi-threading technique to accelerate the analysis efficiency. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of these key techniques, we need to answer the following research questions:
- **RQ1**: Is the FCG, constructed with the CBG, useful to eliminate the useless methods in the app?
- **RQ2**: In the flow-sensitive detection technique, is the VFG’s size smaller than that of the CFG? What is the percentage of decrease in the size?
- **RQ3**: Compared with the flow-insensitive analysis, can the flow-sensitive technique find more resource leaks?
- **RQ4**: Can the multi-threading technique accelerate the efficiency of the analysis?

To answer the research questions, we implemented the key techniques in Relda2 as several options. That is, we can configure Relda2 to use different technique combinations. See Table 3, “✓” indicates that Relda2 does not use the technique. In contrast, “✗” means Relda employs the technique. In fact, op1 is the same as Relda.

**TABLE 3: Different combinations of techniques in Relda2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>options</th>
<th>CBG</th>
<th>flow-sensitive</th>
<th>multi-threading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following, we first describe our experimental subjects, and then discuss our empirical results to answer these research questions. Afterwards, we will make a summary of resource leaks in real Android apps, which mainly includes the statistics of the most common resources unreleased in apps and the major causes of resource leaks.

### 8.1 Experimental applications and setup

Totally, we collected 103 real apps for our evaluation, where 90 apps are from two famous official app markets, Google Play [8], and Wandojia [19] (a popular Android app market in China), and 13 apps are from an open-source Android app repository [7]. For the apps from app markets (closed-source), we only downloaded the installer files (.apk files), while we downloaded the install files and source code of the apps from the open source repository. The functionality of these apps are varied (like sociality, media, game), but they all use several exotic resources.

Relda2 reported that 76 apps (68 closed-source apps and 8 open-source apps) might have resource leaks, and we tried to confirm these bug reports. However, there are currently no specific tools publicly available to confirm whether the resource leaks in our bug reports are real bugs. Here, we mainly used error-guessing testing to design appropriate test cases that can exactly trigger the resource leaks reported by Relda2 (note that this technique can just help us confirm a part of the reports, the rest ones may also be real resource leaks). Specifically, for the open source apps, we manually review the source code to find whether the apps miss the resource release operations. Based on our understanding of the source code, we carefully selected the test cases that can trigger the bugs. With the help of source codes, we can easily figure out which bug reports are real in several minutes. However, for the closed-source apps, we can only design appropriate test cases according to the possible locations of the bugs provided by Relda2.

As the resource leaks can not be easily observed from runtime information, we developed an auxiliary tool called AddStake to record the resource-related operations when executing a test case. This tool is based on program instrumentation, that inserts a number of extra instructions into the app to record the needed information. The workflow of AddStake is like this: it first unpacks the app to get the small files, and then inserts our monitoring instructions into these files. Finally, it repacks the small files back to apk files. Because of some protection mechanisms, it will fail sometimes in the repacking step (e.g., the two apps in Section 8.8). Among 68 closed-source apps, the tool can successfully deal with 35 apps. Finally, we get 43 apps (35 closed-source and 8 open-source apps) as experimental apps, whose information is shown in Table 4. In this table, app in the first column denotes the names of the apps, size is the size of the apk file (MB), `dex size` is the size of the dex file (MB). The sizes of our experimental apps range from tens of KB to dozens of MB. The last two columns show the number of classes and methods in an app. In this section, all experiments are performed on an Intel Xeon 2.40GHz (16 cores) machine, with 32GB memory and CentOS 6.5 operating system.

### 8.2 A case study

In this section, we present a case study. **Bluechat** is an open-source and light-weight P2P chat app that uses the energy-consuming resource **Bluetooth**. Two devices connect each other with bluetooth and one can send messages to another. Fig. 9 shows a simplified code snippet of the process.

As soon as **ClientActivity** is activated, it first obtains an instance of **BluetoothAdapter** (the variable `mBluetoothAdapter`) in the method `onCreate()`, which is used to perform fundamental Bluetooth tasks. Then it invokes the method `startDeviceSearch()` to search for the nearby devices. At the beginning of the method `startDeviceSearch()`, it turns on the local Bluetooth adaptor by calling method `mBluetoothAdapter.enable()`. However, the developers forgot to turn off the Bluetooth adaptor in this Activity.

In our resource summary process, we first get the summary of the method `startDeviceSearch` as `[BluetoothAdapter.enable]`. By the inter-procedural analysis, we get the summary of the method `onCreate` as `[BluetoothAdapter.enable]`. After that, we consider implicit order of callbacks (mainly about lifecycle), and we found there is no method in the app, whose resource summary contains `BluetoothAdapter.disable` to turn off the local Bluetooth adapter. Note that both of our analysis...
### Table 4: The statistics of experimental applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>origin</th>
<th>app</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>dex</th>
<th>#class</th>
<th>method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>open-source community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andress</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluechat</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focam</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetBackgps</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaler</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1085</td>
<td>30178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runnerup</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>5666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualizer</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2379</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaacc</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2379</td>
<td>16418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anydo</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6926</td>
<td>45988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>12169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applock</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afirch</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baidianfirc</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>4747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeautyCamera</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4094</td>
<td>24210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BluetoothHelper</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>4999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlueEyelisten</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2804</td>
<td>15966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BudingTicket</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkcheck</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>6544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CheckLove</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>4328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compass</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guodegang</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1516</td>
<td>9502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlikPlayer</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HuaxiaZimingShu</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>4506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>15768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4725</td>
<td>2811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>2470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>31651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KuapielQR</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3385</td>
<td>20113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linhika</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4376</td>
<td>11558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiguMusic</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>3993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mima</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3253</td>
<td>21438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PicsArt</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7052</td>
<td>43838</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRScan</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>2376</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopsavvy</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1563</td>
<td>9243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimSimi</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5398</td>
<td>33401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lianyiVideo</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>9095</td>
<td>29845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TigerMap</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1736</td>
<td>9203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeCounter</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latorch</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPlayer</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2046</td>
<td>14973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeatherPro</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>2964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whospy</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>8024</td>
<td>35809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- First, we configure Relda2 with $op_1$ and $op_2$ to construct FCGs for each app. The FCGs generated by Relda2 with $op_1$ and $op_2$ are fcg1 and fcg2, respectively.
- Then we compare the functions in fcg1 and fcg2 and determine whether some functions in them are useless through manual review of the code.

To determine whether some functions in the FCG generated by Relda are useless, we manually review the source code of several experimental apps. For the closed-source app, we first use a reverse engineering tool called dex2jar [17] to decompile an app (.apk) into a jar file (.class). Then we employ a standalone graphical utility JD-GUI [11] to display Java source code of each class. Finally, we find that there are a number of useless functions in fcg1. We classify the main causes of those useless functions as the following categories:

- There are a number of official packages to make apps downward compatible. Their names always start with “android.support”. In practice, it often happens that a lot of programmers tend to include them into their apps, even though the apps do not use any class of these official packages.
- Some apps include third-party packages. For instance, it is a trend that most apps are embedded with social contact functionality. It is a convenient way to implement this functionality by importing some mature SDKs that are provided by famous social contact services, such as Facebook, Twitter, or WeChat in China. For some reasons, the apps may not actually use these third-party packages.
- With the app upgrade, some parts of code in the new version of the app may be not executed anymore, that is, they become “dead code”. The developers may not delete them from the new apps in time.

#### 8.4 RQ2: Is VFG’s size smaller than that of CFG?

For RQ2, we first try to measure the number of nodes (blocks) and edges in VFGs and CFGs for each app. We observe that the numbers of nodes in VFGs are just a little less than that of CFGs in most apps. In some special apps, the number of nodes in VFG even exceeds that in CFG. Recall the example in Fig. 8, a CFG node will be separated into multiple nodes in VFG when the CFG node has multiple VFG-related statements. However, according to the experimental results, we also observe that the analysis efficiency depends on the number of paths or branches in the analysis model, rather than the number of nodes or edges of the model. Therefore, we use the Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) developed by T. J. McCabe [52] to measure the complexity of a program. Here, the CC of an app is calculated by aggregating that of each method.

Table 5 shows the details of our experimental results. The first column gives the app names, and the next two columns show the number of instructions in CFGs and VFGs. The last two columns show the analysis time of the corresponding tool. It can be seen from Table 5 that Relda has higher analysis efficiency than the baseline tool, regardless of the type of analysis model.
TABLE 5: The effectiveness of VFG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>app</th>
<th>#CFG-JNS</th>
<th>#VFG-JNS</th>
<th>ins_reduced(%)</th>
<th>#CFG-CC</th>
<th>#VFG-CC</th>
<th>cc_reduced(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andless</td>
<td>8409</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluechat</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focoom</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getbackgps</td>
<td>2988</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impeller</td>
<td>5846</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runmerup</td>
<td>24982</td>
<td>2925</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>2498</td>
<td>1294</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualizer</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>53.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaacc</td>
<td>13133</td>
<td>1367</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>48.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anydo</td>
<td>40/62</td>
<td>8153</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>4377</td>
<td>2963</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>19039</td>
<td>4216</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>2472</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applock</td>
<td>8921</td>
<td>1235</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afinch</td>
<td>8921</td>
<td>1235</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashanloren</td>
<td>24442</td>
<td>3979</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>2174</td>
<td>1661</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeautyCamera</td>
<td>102817</td>
<td>12/68</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>11254</td>
<td>6162</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BluetoothHelper</td>
<td>46098</td>
<td>6950</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>4558</td>
<td>3234</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeibeiListen</td>
<td>51322</td>
<td>9365</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>5672</td>
<td>3715</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BulingTicket</td>
<td>42295</td>
<td>7594</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>4249</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkcheck</td>
<td>35844</td>
<td>6388</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>3921</td>
<td>2499</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CheckLove</td>
<td>18938</td>
<td>34/6</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>1745</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compass</td>
<td>8340</td>
<td>1116</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guodegang</td>
<td>31278</td>
<td>3395</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>2801</td>
<td>1482</td>
<td>47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hikilayer</td>
<td>8/74</td>
<td>1/29</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>87/</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HuaxiaZixunshu</td>
<td>12559</td>
<td>1496</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>1315</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibodyy</td>
<td>59749</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>6036</td>
<td>3774</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>16854</td>
<td>4169</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>2411</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>36235</td>
<td>4881</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>7302</td>
<td>23/2</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KuaipaiQR</td>
<td>73710</td>
<td>7644</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>6866</td>
<td>3777</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linjia</td>
<td>4384</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MianMian</td>
<td>106/255</td>
<td>1586</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>12/281</td>
<td>8156</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mima</td>
<td>33287</td>
<td>5135</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PicsArt</td>
<td>194930</td>
<td>38394</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>21453</td>
<td>14380</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRScan</td>
<td>14922</td>
<td>2314</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>1098</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopsavvy</td>
<td>15458</td>
<td>2946</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>1259</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitthim</td>
<td>131655</td>
<td>2693</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>10138</td>
<td>19249</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinstVideo</td>
<td>93012</td>
<td>16095</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>10354</td>
<td>6680</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TigerMap</td>
<td>53380</td>
<td>9545</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>5863</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeCounter</td>
<td>3081</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTorch</td>
<td>5443</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPlayer</td>
<td>15478</td>
<td>2886</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeatherPro</td>
<td>24794</td>
<td>4086</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>2943</td>
<td>1597</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whospy</td>
<td>4837</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>54836</td>
<td>12144</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>6859</td>
<td>4324</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VFGs for each app. The fourth column gives the reduced percentage of instructions in VFGs. The following two columns show the CC of CFGs and VFGs for each app. The last column gives the reduced percentage of the CC in VFGs. From Table 5, it can be observed that the percentage of decrease in the number of instructions ranges from 75.3% to 90.5% (84.3% on average). The percentage of the CC decreases ranges from 22.9% to 54.9% (38.3% on average). These observations show that VFG can effectively decrease the complexity of the analysis model.

8.5 RQ3: Can the flow-sensitive technique find more real resource leaks?

For RQ3, we configure Relda2 with options op2 and op3 to analyze apps and get bug reports, respectively. Table 6 shows the detection results of the experimental apps. In this table, app in the first column denotes the names of the apps. The next five columns and the last six columns show the detailed results generated by Relda2 with the option op2 and the option op3.

- pt indicates the preprocessing time, which includes the time of FCG construction and CFG construction.
- vt means the time of VFG construction.
- st denotes the time spend in the resource summary process.
- #TP is the number of true positives we confirm with error-guessing testing.
- #REP is the total number of leaks reported by Relda2.

Here, the way we count the values of #TP and #REP is a little different from that we used in our previous work, which treats each path containing unreleased resources as an independent resource leak. Through further investigation, we observe that many of the leaks in different paths are all caused by the same resource request statements in the app, that can be fixed uniformly by inserting release operations in the same exit points.
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Therefore, we merge these redundant reports into one in Relda2. We make two observations in the following subsections.

8.5.1 True positives

From Table 6, we can see that Relda2 is able to detect real resource leaks in these Android apps. Totally, Relda2 with option $op_2$ (flow-insensitive) detects 69 potential resource leaks with 47 true positives, while Relda2 with option $op_3$ (flow-sensitive) detects 121 potential resource leaks with 67 true positives. The precision of the flow-insensitive technique reaches $47/69 = 68.1\%$, and that of the flow-sensitive technique is $67/121 = 55.4\%$. Since our error-guessing test is incomplete, the real precision rate could be greater than that shown in the table. It is a fact that the set of leaks detected by the flow-insensitive technique is a subset of those detected by the flow-sensitive technique.

We have also reviewed the source code of several experimental apps, and found some resource leaks reported by the flow-sensitive approach are indeed false positives. Through further analysis, we found a major reason is that Relda2 does not check the data dependency precisely, due to the concern of the cost of analysis. We show two of the scenarios, where the operations on resources are related to the runtime state of some decision variables.

- If a resource is not requested successfully because of some exception, then it is not necessary to release it.
- Developers may use some flag variables to determine whether the resources are requested.

8.5.2 Execution time

Now we discuss the efficiency of our approach. Consider the second and seventh column in Table 6 that show the preprocessing time of Relda2 with option $op_2$ and $op_3$, respectively. The preprocessing time of flow-insensitive analysis is less than that of flow-sensitive analysis due...
to the absence of CFG construction process. The eighth column shows that the overhead of VFG construction is rather low. The third and ninth column show the analysis time of the two techniques. The execution time of flow-insensitive analysis is within one minute for each app, and it costs 6.7 seconds on average. The flow-sensitive technique costs at most 817 seconds (about 14 minutes), and 79 seconds (about 1.3 minutes) on average. The analysis time of our two detection techniques are both acceptable to the testers.

8.6 RQ4: Can the multi-threading technique accelerate the efficiency of the analysis?

From Table 6, we see that the maximum resource summary time of the flow-sensitive analysis reaches 728 seconds (about 12 minutes, app PicsArt), so we propose a multi-thread algorithm to accelerate the analysis efficiency. To verify its effectiveness, we configure Relda2 with options op3 and op4 to analyze the experimental apps. We use the module multiprocessing in Python to implement our multi-threading technique, and set the number of processes from 1 to 16 (our machine has 16 CPU cores).

Fig. 11 shows the resource summary time under different number of processes. From this figure, we can easily observe that the time is significantly reduced by the multi-threading technique, and we give the empirical value for the number of processes as 8, because there is little improvement (in execution time) when the number exceeds 8. Fig. 10 compares the time of single and multiple processes (8 processes). The resource summary time of the single thread method is often five to seven times as much as that of the multiple thread method. The maximum time of the resource summary process decreases to less than 1.5 minutes. These facts show that multi-thread technique does enhance the efficiency of the flow-sensitive analysis significantly.

8.7 Comparison with dynamic execution

Besides static analysis, dynamic execution with logging is an intuitive approach to detect the resource leaks. In this section, we apply Monkey [18], a testing tool provided by Android system, to automatically generate and execute test cases. We also employ our tool AddStake for instrumentation to trace the information of resource operations at runtime. We set the number of events for Monkey as 10000. Finally, we review the log files containing the resource operations to find the potential bugs.

In fact, it is hard to make a strict comparison between the dynamic and static approaches. The current dynamic analysis techniques for Android are not effective enough for covering the elements of programs. Therefore, we give a rough comparison in Table 7, where #E denotes the number of events successfully executed for each app; #T shows the execution time; #D represents the number of resource leaks detected by this approach; and #C is the number of resource leaks that are reported by Relda2 and have been confirmed (See the last column in Table 6). The values of #E are not always equal to 10000, because Monkey may fail to execute some events and then it exits. Comparing the last two columns, we can observe that the dynamic execution technique only detects about one fifth (13/67 = 19.4%) real resource leaks in the experimental apps. In addition, the resource leaks detected by Monkey are all reported by our tool Relda2. Through further analysis, we get one of the possible reasons is that it is difficult and time-consuming to automatically generate test cases that can execute the specific program paths containing resource leaks.

8.8 Experiments in industry

In addition to the apps from app markets and open source communities, we have also contacted the developers in several famous companies in China. We have
Fig. 11: Resource summary time under different number of processes
TABLE 7: Results of Monkey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>#E</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>#D</th>
<th>#C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andress</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluechat</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foocam</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getbackgps</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impeller</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runnerup</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualizer</td>
<td>6/50</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaacc</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anydo</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>2901</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applock</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATopro</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaobanTorch</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeautyCamera</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BluetoothHelper</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BubeliListen</td>
<td>3944</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BudingTicket</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CheckCheck</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CheckLove</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compass</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GuoDeGang</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HikiPlayer</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HuaxiaZitingshu</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jbody</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itake</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KuaipaiQR</td>
<td>7415</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limjika</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgaMusic</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mima</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PicsArt</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRScan</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopsavvy</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sihua</td>
<td>2564</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TianyiVideo</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TigerMap</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeCounter</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTorcho</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPlayer</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeatherPro</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whospy</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 8: Summary of the most common unreleased resources in apps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unreleased Resource</th>
<th>Request Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MediaPlayer</td>
<td>new/create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MediaPlayer</td>
<td>start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>startPreview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerManager.WakeLock</td>
<td>acquire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.9.1 Most common unreleased resources in apps

Fig. 12 shows the statistics of the most common unreleased resources in apps. We can observe that 30% of such leaks are related to MediaPlayer, 30% of them are related to Camera, and 13% of them are related to PowerManager. Table 8 shows the corresponding resource requesting APIs.

8.9.2 The cause of resource leaks

To figure out the cause of resource leaks, we also manually reviewed the source code of several experimental apps. We classify the causes for resource leaks as the following categories:

- **Releasing resources in user-triggered callbacks which may not be invoked.** This is the major reason of resource leaks. In this case, developers try to release resources in user triggered callbacks, which are not necessarily invoked before the app finishes. A good suggestion is to release them in their releasing callbacks, as we pointed out in Table 2.
- **Forgetting to release a resource.** The cause of these leaks is that the programmer simply forgets to release a requested resource throughout the code. Although it seems like a simple mistake, this does happen in real apps.
- **Failing to release a resource in callbacks of all the implemented interfaces.** Due to Android's event-driven nature and the large number of user callbacks used by Android framework, the execution paths of Android apps are often complicated. Even a careful programmer can easily fail to release all resources along all possible invocations of events or callbacks.

8.9 The summary of resource leaks in real apps

In this section, we will make a summary of resource leaks in real Android apps, that mainly includes the statistics of the most common resources unreleased in apps, and the cause of resource leaks. It will let developers know which resources are commonly used incorrectly, and they should be careful when using these resources.

analyze some apps about their core business. In these apps, our tool detected a number of resource leaks, a part of which have been confirmed by their developers. Some of them affect user experience badly. For instance, we have found a leak of LocationManager in a map app that will drain users' battery energy in a few hours. Another resource leak about PowerManager was found in an e-commerce app, that keeps the phone's screen always on. We do not give the detailed information about these leaks in this paper.
For a resource requested in an ordinary class, it must be released in at least one callback of all interfaces implemented by the classes.

- **Failing to understand the lifecycle of Android apps.** In this case, developers release resources only when the app finally exits, that is, they only release them in `onDestroy()` of the activity. `OnDestroy()` is only called when the app component is about to be destroyed. However, when the user exits any app (press BACK button), Android framework still maintains the state of the app to reduce the restart time of the app, instead of destroying the app with the `onDestroy` callback. It essentially means that the app may not actually be destroyed; it may hold the resources for a long time.

## 9 RELATED WORKS

Our study in this paper is related to several research topics, including resource leak detection, testing and program analysis for Java programs and Android apps, and typestate related analysis. In this section, we will discuss some of these works in recent years.

### 9.1 Resource leak detection

Many researchers focus on detecting memory leaks in managed code [12], such as Java and C#. N. Mitchell and G. Sevitsky [55] presented a tool called Leakbot to detect memory leaks in Java programs by formulating structural and temporal properties of reference graphs. G. Xu et al. [68]-[70] also focused on memory leaks in Java programs. They proposed several approaches based on some observation (about containers, loops) to optimize the static analysis to produce precise bug reports at an acceptable cost. M. D. Bond and K. S. Mckinley [30] proposed an approach called Leak prunin, which predicts dead objects and reclaims them based on observing data structure usage patterns. The memory leak problem is similar to resource leaks. Both of them focus on several pairs of specific APIs, such as new/delete APIs for memory leaks, and request/release APIs for resource leaks. However, there are several differences between the detection approaches for these two problems. The major issue of detecting memory leaks is to monitor or simulate the usage of memory. To perform accurate analysis, it often needs to construct a memory model that can correctly record whether each memory unit is used, when it comes to “new” or “delete” statements. In addition, this problem is related to the memory management mechanisms in different programming languages (like C, C++ and Java). Different with the memory leaks, the resource leak problem just considers the matches of resource-related operations instead of constructing memory models. Therefore, we can design a more lightweight and effective algorithm to detect it.

M. Arnold et al. [23], [24] designed a specialized runtime environment for detecting resource (such as SWT resource and IO stream) leaks in Java programs.

The main idea of their work is to monitor the execution of the application and check for violations of resource safety properties. E. Torlak and and S. Chandra [65] implemented a tool called Tracker to perform inter-procedural static analysis for finding resource leaks in Java programs, and ensure that no resource safety policy is violated on any execution path. W. Weimer and G. C. Necula [67] presented a static data-flow analysis method for finding defects that the programs may not properly release the important resources in the presence of exceptional situations. These works only consider a few Java-platform-related resources, not Android-platform-related resources.

Y. Liu et al. [48], [49] built a tool called GreenDroid on top of Java Path Finder (JPF) [66] to find sensor-related energy inefficiency problems in Android apps. Specifically, they simulate the runtime behavior of an app and analyze its sensory data utilization. Since they need to execute an Android app in JPF’s Java virtual machine (JVM), their method can not deal with apk files directly.

A. Pathak et al. [56], [57] presented a study of energy bug characteristics. One of their conclusion indicates that a major cause of energy bugs is inappropriate request and release operations of resource `WakeLock`. In their works, they treated the acquiring and release of a `WakeLock` as a definition of assignment to a corresponding variable, thus detecting non-sleep code paths was converted to the reaching definition (RD) dataflow problem [5]. K. Kim and H. Cha [47] also focus on no-sleep energy bugs, but they detect this problem in runtime. They first analyze the `WakeLock` request and release mechanism in Android platform and then monitor the kernel functions to detect the `WakeLock` behavior.

Table 9 shows the details of comparison between our work and other resource leak related works. For Android apps, most works related to resource leak aim to find energy inefficiency problems [47]-[49], [56], [57], which have received much attention for the past several years. Similar to these works, our work focuses on detecting resource leak problems including several energy-related resources, so it can also be used to detect energy inefficiency problems caused by incorrect release (or absence of release) of energy-consuming resources. The major differences between our work and these works are two-fold. First, we systematically define the resource leak problem and collect the resource table. As discussed throughout this paper, the resources we focus on include not only energy-related resources, but also memory-related and exclusive resources. Second, we detect the resource leaks from Dalvik byte-code rather than source code or Java byte-code, since this way is more practical when the source code is not available to testers. Besides, our approach is based on classic static analysis and model checking, not runtime verification.

Currently, we collect the resources through summarizing the Android Reference manually. A possible improvement is that we can use Nature Language Process-
TABLE 9: Comparison between our work and related works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main techniques</th>
<th>Aimed resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>runtime verification</td>
<td>System resources (such as sockets and database connections)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static analysis</td>
<td>Sensor-related resources (WakeLock)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>runtime verification</td>
<td>System resources (with container profiling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static analysis</td>
<td>Static analysis with reaching definition data flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic analysis</td>
<td>Static analysis with reference graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static analysis</td>
<td>Dynamic analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.2 Testing of Android apps

Some existing studies have focused on testing Android applications to find potential bugs [22], [42], [50], [51], [54], [71].

Fuzzing is one state-of-the-art approach for testing Android apps, and there is a popular fuzzing tool called Monkey, which is included in Android platform. Monkey can efficiently generate a lot of simple inputs, so C. Hu and I. Neamtiu [42] used it to find GUI bugs in Android apps, while R. Mahmood et al. [51] used it to detect security bugs. However, Monkey is not suitable for generating highly specific inputs, which are often required to cause resource leaks.

D. Yan et al. [71] proposed a model-based approach to generate test cases for detecting resource leaks in Android apps. There are various reverse engineering techniques ([26], [40], [73]) that can be used to construct GUI models automatically. Yan et al. used a tool called AndroidRipper [9], [21] to construct GUI models for Android applications dynamically. However, they found the models produced by AndroidRipper are very detailed (each GUI object may be included multiple times) so that the size of models is too large. To reduce model size, they created the models manually after examining the output of AndroidRipper and the source code of the application. Note that the resources they focused on are memory, thread, and binder.

Prior works have applied concolic execution to generate feasible sequences of events for Android apps [22], [54]. However, this approach suffers from the path explosion problem. In S. Anand’s work [22], the maximum length of event sequences is 4. N. Mirzaei et al. [54] use static analysis to reduce the set of event sequences based on models and then employ Symbolic PathFinder to perform symbolic execution on each sequence. Similarly, C. S. Jensen et al. [45] used concolic execution to derive event sequences of an Android app. But their focus is different from the former works, which is covering the specific paths that can lead to a specific target state in an Android app.

9.3 Dealing with implicit callbacks and dynamic class loading

Recently, a number of researchers focus on static analysis for the security and performance of Android applications. However, the component-based and event-driven nature of Android framework presents many challenges for static analysis. One of the challenges is that the implicit callback mechanism provided and orchestrated by the Android framework makes the generation of precise control flow graph (the essential part of program analysis) very difficult.

Y. Cao et al. [32] implemented a tool, called EdgeMiner, which can statically analyze the entire Android framework to generate API summaries that describe implicit control flow transitions through the Android framework. Totally, they found 19647 callbacks from Android framework, which can be used to augment the existing static analysis tools for Android apps. Actually, the goal of the CBG we proposed in this paper is similar to Cao’s work. We can use their results to reconstruct our CBG more precisely.

S. Yang et al. [72] considered user-event-driven components and the related sequences of callbacks from the Android framework to the application code, both for lifecycle callbacks and for event handler callbacks. They proposed a context-sensitive static analysis method to capture such callback methods and generate a precise callback control-flow graph. In their work, they used an existing analysis method [59] of GUI-related objects to assist their static analysis.

Apart from the implicit callbacks, static analysis of Android apps also faces the challenges inherited from Java, one of which is dynamic class loading. The key point for dynamic class loading is how a static analysis tool knows which calls the program will execute. E. Bodden et al. [29] presented a tool chain called TamiFlex to aid static analysis for dealing with the reflection and custom class loaders. They designed and implemented two Java instrumentation agents that can emit all the dynamically loaded classes into a repository and log the reflective method calls. With such information, they can insert the offline-transformed classes into the program, then traditional static analysis techniques can work on the modified codes. In the future, we will use this technique to improve Relda2 for handling dynamic class
loading.

### 9.4 Privacy leak detection

Many researchers use program analysis to detect potential bugs in Android apps, like privacy leaks. J. Kim et al. [46] applied the abstract interpretation framework to detect privacy leaks in Android apps. C. Gibler et al. [39] applied the traditional static analysis technique to detect privacy leaks in Android apps. However, their experimental results show that the performance of their method does not scale up. FlowDroid [25], proposed by S. Arzt et al., is a highly-precise static taint analysis tool for Android apps. It contains a precise model of Android lifecycle, that can properly handle callbacks invoked by the Android framework. It is a context-, flow-, field-, object-sensitive taint analysis tool. Unfortunately, it is computation- and memory-intensive. W. Huang et al. [44] designed a tool, called DroidInfer to detect privacy leaks in Android apps. They proposed an approach using type-based taint analysis and it explains source-sink flows intuitively in terms of CFL-reachability paths. Here CFL stands for Context Free Language.

Besides static analysis, many approaches for analyzing apps are based on dynamic analysis. For instance, W. Enck et al. [36] implemented a dynamic analysis tool, called Taintdroid, to detect privacy leaks on smartphones. However, it tends to be manually driven, that is, relevant program inputs need to be generated manually. This may be quite time-consuming, yet the coverage might be low.

Different from resource leaks, the privacy leak problem focuses on the flow or propagation of privacy data, that is, it needs to trace the variables that carry privacy data and detect whether the data can be sent to some unexpected place. Currently, the state-of-the-art solution for detecting privacy leaks is taint analysis that is a specific data flow analysis technique. On the other hand, the goals of privacy leak detection and resource leak detection are both to find the mismatched or matched behaviors in some program paths. So the tools for privacy leaks (e. g. FlowDroid) could be extended to detect resource leaks with the assistant of the resource table. However, our approach contains more specific optimizations for the resource leak problem such as VFG and the multi-thread technique, that can greatly improve the analysis efficiency.

### 9.5 Typestate related analysis

Typestate [63] is an elegant programming language concept for specifying a class of temporal safety properties. Specifically, it can encode correct usage rules for many common libraries and application programming interfaces (APIs). Our flow-sensitive approach (Section 6) can be regarded as a typestate related approach. We encode the resource leak bugs as temporal safety properties expressed in CTL.

S. Fink et al. [37] presented a composite and staged typestate verification system to support strong updates and more precise alias analysis for Java programs. It checks typestate properties by solving a flow-sensitive, context-sensitive dataflow problem on a combined domain of typestate and pointer information. K. Bierhoff and J. Aldrich [28] proposed a sound modular protocol checking approach, based on typestates to guarantee the absence of protocol violations at runtime. They defined a new abstraction (access permissions), which contains typestate and object aliasing information, to assist developers express their protocol design intent. Their approach keeps track of the degree of possible aliasing of each object reference. J. Aldrich et al. [20], [38] also proposed typestate-oriented programming, which is a novel paradigm that can introduce states to describe object interfaces and representation. By integrating states into the language, they can enhance the expressive power of the language while minimizing added complexity.

### 10 Conclusion

This paper makes a comprehensive analysis of resource leak problems in Android apps. We give the definition and the categories for resources in Android apps. We collect a resource table which includes the resources that are required to release manually. Based on the resource table, we propose a general process to detect resource leaks in Android apps automatically. We implement our approach in the tool Relda2, and evaluate it with 103 real-world Android apps. Our experimental results confirm that Relda2 is effective and practical to detect resource leaks in non-trivial Android apps.

Compared with our previous work [41], we significantly extend it in six aspects: (1) constructing a CBG to handle callbacks invoked by Android framework; (2) improving the FCG construction algorithm to support more precise inter-procedural analysis via the callback graph; (3) proposing a flow-sensitive method to detect resource leaks, thus eliminating some false negatives in the flow-insensitive approach; (4) accelerating the analysis efficiency with multi-threading technique; (5) enhancing our evaluation with more real-world apps; (6) developing an instrumentation tool AddStake that can be combined with error-guessing testing to confirm whether the resource leaks reported by Relda2 are real bugs.

However, there are still some points for possible improvements. The size and complexity of Android apps are continuously increasing and lots of new features are added into the Android system; thus we need some elaborately designed techniques to support the new Android specifics and effective analysis. On the other hand, without the significant reduction of the efficiency, we will include more accurate analysis techniques (such as symbolic execution or dynamic analysis) in our method to eliminate the false positives as much as possible. At last, we may extend the proposed static analysis process.
to other similar problems (e.g., privacy-related ones) of Android apps in the future.
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